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Gate 2 : A Territorial Intelligence Definition seen through an Ecology Point of View of Communication

A Territorial Intelligence Definition
"an information and anthropological process, regular and continuous, initiated by local actors, physically present and / or distant, who intend to appropriate land resources by mobilizing and transforming the energy of the territorial system into a project capacity"[7,p3], [7a].


Ecology of Communication
We will do it within relation of the proposal for a Ecology of Communication exposed and demonstrated by Abraham Moles (1995) in a book “Structural Theory of Communication & Society” whom we quote some extracts p.94 and following "Ecology Science communication is the relationships and interactions between different species of communications activities within a closed area such as the time available for individual or social group dispersed in such a territory ». “And stress it will be to achieve a description of transactional human activity, knowledge networks and systems.”